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ABSTRACT. The Laffer Curve is the most evident illustration of the key postulations of the supply-side
economics. Presently, almost all modern economics textbooks are evidently critical of the Laffer Curve. Despite
this, there are a number of most recent works aimed at studying mathematical and empirical implications of
the Laffer Curve. It must be underlined that originally the Laffer Curve was formulated in a macroeconomic
context, for which reason it is not applicable to individual taxes, but rather to a certain average aggregate tax.
The combining of the Laffer Curve approach with the Keynesian approach cutting of taxes, leads to a form of
Laffer-Keynesian synthesis. © 2008 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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One of the most disputable problems of the modern
economic theory is that of the tax burden’s impact on
economic activity of people, as well as national budgetary revenues.
More than four decades have elapsed since the time
when an American economist, Arthur Laffer, proposed
a curve (later named after him) which described dependence of the national budget tax revenues on an Average
Aggregate Tax (AAT) and according to which initially,
with an increase in the AAT, tax revenues grow too;
however, having reached a certain point (called a Laffer
Point) at which the tax revenues reach their maximum
value, they start falling. Such dependence, also known
as a Laffer Effect, in some works is referred to as Laffer’s
Law [1].
The Laffer Curve is the most evident illustration of
the key postulations of the supply-side economics [2].
Obviously, “attractiveness” of the idea on which the
Laffer Curve was based, as well as simplicity of presentation, influenced Ronald Reagan (who is said to have
experienced the effects of the Laffer Curve in real life
(see [3, p.166]), a candidate for presidency at the time,
so much that it became a basis of the economic policy
(later called Reaganomics) which the US administra-

tion pursued after his winning the presidential election.
Irrespective of skeptical attitudes of many prominent
economists of the time towards the Laffer Curve itself,
as well as the US position on it, clear simplicity of the
graphically illustrated dependence of tax revenues on
the AAT was gradually gaining in popularity. Later the
theory of supply-side economics not only did become a
subject of research on the part of the IMF experts [4],
but one time it was recognized as a part of the IMF
programs (see, for example, [5]).
Presently, almost all modern economics textbooks
are evidently critical of the Laffer Curve, as well as the
effects of Reaganomics (see [3, ch. 8; 6, ch. 17, 31; 7,
ch. 19; 8, ch. 16, 18]). Despite this, there are a number
of most recent works aimed at studying mathematical
(for example, [1]) and empirical (for example, [9]) implications of the Laffer Curve.
According to E. Balatski, the works devoted to the
research of the Laffer Curve can be divided into two
major groups and, accordingly, be classified as theoretical and practical research groups ([10, p. 33]). The first
group consists of works aimed at modeling fiscal and
production processes and providing theoretical reasoning for parabolic curve and availability of the Laffer
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Points (for example, [11-14]); the other group comprises
reflections on the location of the Laffer Points in different national contexts (for example, [10, 15-19]).
The idea underlying the Laffer Curve is very simple:
it is assumed that where the AAT amounts either to 0%
(t=0), or to 100% (t=1), tax revenues of national budget
amount to zero; however, at a certain point between 0%
and 100%, where the AAT, or tmax is located, the revenues reach their maximum value Tmax. A graphical illustration of the Laffer Curve is shown in Fig. 1.
According to E. Balatski, both the idea and the
graphical presentation of the Laffer Curve are based on
the following purely artificial postulations:
1) A dogmatic assertion (which, in fact, is just a
logical supposition) that at a certain point between 0%
and 100% the AAT ensures a maximum amount of tax
revenues [20, p. 39]; however, as is shown below, further research may shed more light on the rightness of
this assertion;
2) A hypothetical reflection on certain marginal situations, as the immediate implication of zero-rate taxes is
that there is no government at all (because there would be
no funds to maintain the government); furthermore, a
supposition that as soon as the government succeeds in
collecting all revenues in their entirety, production output will start falling and the government will no longer
get anything may be disproved by a long experience of
command economy; from this point one can come to a
conclusion that the Laffer Curve does not “cover” the
whole interval [0, 1], but rather a shorter section of it (0,
t0), where 0.5< t0<1 [16, p. 93]; with this correction the
Laffer Curve will look like it is presented in Fig. 2;
3) A mechanical implication, stemming from an
original macroeconomic statement of problem, that all
taxes are proportional, as a result of which more sophisticated fiscal systems (of both progressive and regressive taxation), which can be encountered quite often in
practice, “can not fit” an aggregated framework of the
Laffer Curve [20, pp. 39-40];

4) A supposition that there is an economy without
inflation, as the Laffer Curve describes tax revenues in
their nominal value; as a result, under the conditions of
the Oliver-Tanzi effect which causes the growth of tax
revenues, as well as the shrinking of tax base because of
a relatively high inflation rate (i.e. in the environment of
inflation), it becomes necessary to recalculate tax revenues in real terms; however, this may question the very
existence of the Laffer Curve, as such [20, pp. 40-42].
It is no surprise that in view of the above-stated, as
well as the results got by other researchers, Balatski
comes to a conclusion that the Laffer Curve is nothing
but a beautiful hypothesis which, on the whole, has not
been proved by anything [21, p. 9]. Despite this, many
researchers presume the existence of the Laffer Curve
as something given a priori [22-26].
A number of works are designed to determine a
level of “dependence” of specific taxes on the Laffer
Curve. Specifically, it is demonstrated that what this
curve describes best is dependence of tax revenues on
the VAT rate ([12, 15]); however, one has to note that
applicability of the Laffer Curve to some categories of
taxes is quite questionable [16-17].
In fact, since the very invention of the Laffer Curve
the question of using it with the purpose of setting an
optimal profit tax rate was posed; however, as a result of
the most recent theoretical studies, it was established
that this curve was not usable for describing changes in
the profit tax rate and that any rise in this rate would be
followed by a rise in budgetary revenues as well ([12,
pp. 139-140]).
It must be underlined that originally the Laffer Curve
was formulated in a macroeconomic context, for which
reason it is not applicable to individual taxes, but rather
to a certain AAT [20, p. 39]. Quite often, instead of the
latter, they use the concept of “tax burden” which is
described as a ratio of actual tax revenues of the national budget to a country’s gross domestic product
(GDP) [10, pp. 33-34].
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We believe that this method of estimation of tax burden is quite disputable, as it does not cover, on the one
hand, all those potential tax revenues which, for a number of reasons, never go to the national budget, including
the heavy weight of tax burden, and, on the other hand,
that part of the GDP which for the same reasons is produced by “shadow economy”; in other words, this index,
which is designed to measure tax burden, does not cover
the losses of both the national budget and the GDP and
the reason for that is its heavy weight.
As was noted above, graphically the Laffer Curve is
described as a “ratio of tax rate – to tax revenues”. As to
the idea on which the curve is based, it covers not only
fiscal, but also production-related aspects of changes in
the AAT. In particular, according to the proponents of
the supply-side economics, a decrease in the AAT down
from a relatively high point facilitates the growth in
both the labor supply and investments, which in turn,
brings about the growth of the GDP and, in the long
run, the expansion of the tax base. As E. Balatski points
out, the concept of the Laffer Curve rests on a belief that
there is a certain dependence of tax base (in other words,
of the GDP) on the AAT, analogous with the dependence of tax revenues on the same AAT; in other words,
by the Laffer Curve one may describe simultaneously
fiscal and production-related aspects (effects) of any
changes in the AAT [20, p. 39].
On the basis of this assumption, Balatski offers to
split the entire concept of the Laffer Point into two types:
the first type encompasses the cases where the GDP accomplishes its maximum value; and the second type where
the climax is reached by the national budget’s tax revenues [16]. In addition, if we try to draw up the Laffer
Curve on the basis of the above-mentioned tax burden,
we will see that the Laffer Point of the first type will be
shorter than that of the second type (it will be to the left
side of the abscissa axis); in other words, the maximum
amount of the GDP can be reached at a lower value of tax
burden which can enable maximum tax revenues to the
national budget. This means that during the interval between the two Laffer Points an increase in tax revenues
may be effected even under the conditions of relative drop
of production output (or reduction of the GDP) [10].
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This result is in perfect harmony with the works of
A. Dagaev, who asserts that whenever the Laffer Curve
is used to describe the dependence of investments on the
AAT, it is demonstrated that the value of the latter at
which the maximum amount of investments is reached
is lower than the other one which ensures the maximum
amount of collected taxes [24, 27]; consequently, during
the period between these two values of the AAT, the
decrease in investments will not disable increases in tax
revenues.
As one can see, the Laffer Curve is related to a
number of disputable questions as to conceptual and
even graphical aspects. Irrespective of skeptical attitudes
towards both the Laffer Curve itself and its theoretical
foundations on the part of some modern prominent
economists (for example, [28, pp. 157-158; 29, pp. 4751]), there are a number of applied developments, primarily in respect of post-Communist economies, which
witness to existence of the Laffer Effects in the real
world (for example, [10, 19]). Although this fact cannot
be used as an incontrovertible evidence of the verity of
the whole curve, it does confirm that under certain circumstances there is interdependence between the growth
of both tax revenues of the national budget and the GDP,
on the one hand, and the reduction of a relatively high
AAT, on the other hand.
The reduction of tax rates not only stimulates an
expansion of supply, but it also creates an indispensable condition for stimulating demand; this results
from the fact that lower taxes result in increased disposable income which can then be spent on consumer
goods and investments. True, according to the
Keynesian approach, in order to stimulate demand
attention must be paid to government expenditure,
but this approach does not exclude reducing taxes in
order to stimulate demand. However, this indirect way
of stimulating demand is usually less popular in the
Keynesian theory.
The combining of the Laffer Curve approach with
the Keynesian approach cutting of taxes, leads to a form
of Laffer-Keynesian synthesis [25-26], which can help
us to better understand the process of simultaneous promoting of both – supply and demand.
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laferis mrudis Teoriuli safuZvlebi
v. papava
akademiis wevri, p. guguSvilis ekonomikis instituti, Tbilisi

ekonomikuri mecnierebisa da ekonomikuri politikis erT-erT yvelaze ufro mwvave Temas
warmoadgens mosaxleobis ekonomikur aqtiurobasa da saxelmwifo biujetSi sagadasaxado
Semosavlebis mobilizebaze sagadasaxado tvirTis zegavlenis problema.
meoTxed saukuneze meti gavida mas Semdeg, rac amerikelma ekonomistma artur laferma pirvelad
daxaza mrudi, romelic biujetSi sagadasaxado Semosavlebze gasaSualoebuli erToblivi
gadasaxadis ganakveTis zegavlenas asaxavs. dReisaTvis TiTqmis yvela ekonomistisa Tu
politikosisaTvis kargadaa cnobili, rom aRniSnuli mrudis Tanaxmad, gasaSualoebuli erToblivi
gadasaxadis ganakveTis zrdis kvalobaze biujetSi mobilizebuli sagadasaxado Semosavlebic
izrdeba, magram raRac wertilis Semdeg (romelic cnobilia laferis wertilis saxelwodebiT),
romelzec es Semosavlebi Tavis maqsimalur mniSvnelobas aRwevs, am ganakveTis Semdgomi zrda ukve
sagadasaxado Semosavlebis klebas iwvevs. gasaSualoebuli erToblivi gadasaxadis ganakveTsa da
biujetSi sagadasaxado Semosavlebs Soris arsebuli es kavSiri laferis efeqtis saxelwodebiTaa
cnobili.
laferis mrudi miwodebis ekonomikuri Teoriis ZiriTadi debulebebis ilustraciis erT-erT
saukeTeso saSualebadaa aRiarebuli.
dadgenilia, rom laferis mrudi xelovnur postulatebs emyareba. aqve aucilebelia xazgasmiT
aRiniSnos, rom laferis mrudi Tavidanve makroekonomikur WrilSi iqna Camoyalibebuli, ris
gamoc is gadasaxadebis ara calkeul saxeobaTa, aramed gasaSualoebuli erToblivi gadasaxadis
mimarT SeiZleba iqnes gamoyenebuli.
sayuradReboa, rom gadasaxadebis Semcireba ara marto miwodebis, aramed moTxovnis zrdasac
uwyobs xels. es ukanaskneli ki Seswavlilia keinzis ekonomikur TeoriaSi. aqedan gamomdinare,
dRis wesrigSi dgeba lafer-keinzianuri sinTezis siRrmiseuli Seswavlis amocana.
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